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Analyzing the emergence and development of the concept of charisma in Russia at the turn 
of the #(th and $&th centuries, this article makes an argument about the signi*cance of words 
that have potential for transforming history. Until about the mid #++&s, the word “charisma” 
was traditionally rendered as “gi,” (dar), until translations of the works of some German 
theologians were published. In order to convey the -onnotations of the concept of “charisma” 
present in German theological discourse of the time, translators chose to transliterate this 
word, and the newly coined term soon became widely spread. .e article examines the pro-
cess of enriching the concept with new meanings, while paying attention to the almost tradi-
tional opposition between charisma and o/ce (dolzhnost’). We demonstrate how the usage 
of the concept almost changed on the brink of the All-Russian Church Council of #(#%–#(#+, 
becoming incorporated into the authority discourse. In the conciliar documents, the patri-
arch is spoken of exactly in the terms of spiritual authority and charisma. .e same terms 
are used to justify the disobedience of Metropolitan Sergius (Stragorodsky) by a number of 
hierarchs in the #(0&s. We conclude that the concept of charisma had a signi*cant impact on 
the understanding of church authority both before and a,er the revolution.
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In the second half of the $&th century, the term “charisma” took its respective place 
both in the languages of theology and sociology (Bensman, Givant, #(+"; Chernyi, $&$&; 
Borsch, $&$#). Its usage is genetically connected with the studies of Protestant scholars of 
the #(th century, reconstructing the organization of early Christian communities (Freik, 
$&&#). .e most prominent author in this context is Rudolf Sohm; his idea of charismat-
ic organization as the essence of the church structure, excluding all the legal elements, 
greatly in1uenced the modern meaning of the concept of charisma (Haley, #(+&). Sohm’s 
ideas were developed, according to some researchers, in a so,er vein by Karl Holl who 
adapted them to a di2erent research *eld, namely, to studying the practices of monastic 
confession (Mühlenberg, $&$#).

However, when the concept of charisma enters the Russian context as a part of the 
said discussion (not forgetting the early-Catholic answers to Protestant criticism) in the 
second half of the #(th century, its meaning does not remain tied to the initial subject: the 
beginning of the $&th century sees the development of a distinctive discourse centered 
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around the concept, replete with consequences for the Church practice (e.g., Paert, $&#)). 
.e aim of this article is to study the development of this discourse by means of analyzing 
the concept of charisma in one of its historical aspects at a certain period of time 7.

.e generation whose works were crucial for the development of the charisma dis-
course was chie1y active in the end of the #(th century to the *rst third of the $&th cen-
tury 8. .ough they had di2erent strategies for using “charisma” 9, they were united by a 
common context in the period in Russian history marked by the growing interest in the 
mystical and personal spheres of religion :. It is possible that the concept of charisma was 
brought to attention in the wake of these particular tendencies; at least in the texts we 
analyze in the article its meaning is always seen as counterpointing that of the concept of 
“o/ce”, which in the modern period, connotes with rationality and control (Vorontsov, 
$&$#; Lyutko, $&$$). .at is why we will frequently resort to the concept of “o/ce”, though 
its analysis is a separate issue requiring special attention which goes beyond the scope of 
this research.

Introducing the concept of “charisma” in Russia: technical term or Protestant 
trend

In this part of the article, we will look at the circumstances which helped “charisma” re-
gain its relevance as well as acquire new meanings in the Russian context. It seems that 
the term “charisma” was reintroduced into the language by N. S. Suvorov (#+)+–#(&(), 
the professor of Canon Law at Moscow University, in the early #++&s. When translating 
the work of the Protestant theologian J. Köstlin (#+$"–#(&$) Das Wesen der Kirche nach 
Lehre und Geschichte des Neuen Testaments (#+')), Suvorov borrows the German word 
Charisma (Köstlin, #++$: ##+, #0&, #0"), which had a de*nite meaning and a long history in 
German humanities (Baumert, $&&#). .is is why he chooses to use it in its conventional 
setting. In Russia, the concept was traditionally rendered using the words meaning gi, 
(darovanie / dar in the Old Church Slavonic translation of the Epistles and in the Synodal 
Bible), which obviously did not convey the connotations necessary to express Köstlin’s 

$. Until now, there have not been any attempts made to describe the history of the concept of “charisma” 
in Russia; nonetheless we do not aim at cataloging all the instances of using “charisma” in Russian texts. .is 
is why we are not interested in all the possible renderings of the concept, which, as is commonly known, has 
a long history (beginning from Apostle Paul and Koine Greek of the New Testament), in the course of which 
its meaning underwent numerous transformations while being translated into all of the major languages of 
the Christian world.

0. On the “generation method”, see (Gavrilyuk, $&#0).
). .e development of a discourse involves the emergence of di2erent strategies for using it. .is is 

why we are considering discourse in its unity and diversity. In our research, we attempt to show the con1ict 
between these strategies, that is, to explicate the polemic intentions of certain groups based on the history of 
the concept of “charisma”. In this sense, elements of the analyzed language (or conceptual system) and the 
agents using it are equally important to us. .is allows one to build an intellectual history project as proposed 
by Q. Skinner and J. G. A. Pocock, a practice, which has become widespread among Russian researchers 
(Atnashev, Velizhev, $&#+).

'. See: Coates, ($&#&); Manchester, Sdvizhkov, ($&#(); Mannherz, ($&$&).
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ideas ;. We shall assume that this semantic change (the change from “gi,” to “charisma”) 
represents a new stage in the interpretation of the concept.

Soon a,er the publication of the translation, N. S. Suvorov writes (in his Canon Law 
course) about the transition from the charismatic state of the Church to the “formal ordi-
nation of certain o/cials” (#++(: $0–$)), in which state charisma is no longer connected 
with free ministry, but linked to the episcopal o/ce ($+). He reinforces this idea of tran-
sition from o/ce to charisma by citing J. Döllinger, one of the leaders of the Old Catholic 
movement, who holds that in the post-apostolic period “the soaring 1ight of charisma 
was replaced by the prose of Church life” ($)). At this point, Suvorov expresses his thesis 
using the phrase “special gi,” (osobyj dar) and gives the Greek word <=>?@AB in paren-
theses ($0). .e usage of the “special gi,” concept was in all probability connected with 
the ambiguity of the word “charisma”; it was not perceived simply as a technical term, but 
as also referring to the Protestant conception of Church power. In #+++, I. S. Berdnikov 
(#+0(–#(#'), a professor of the Kazan .eological Academy, strongly opposed using the 
concept of “charisma” as a Protestant innovation in his Canon Law course. More speci*-
cally, he pointed out that Protestants use the adjective “charismatic” when speaking about 
the “unorganized, amicable order of the Protestant community”, which “excludes all legal 
organization” (#+++: #%&). .is idea, according to Berdnikov, cannot be extended to the 
Orthodox teaching on Church order.

.e argument about the usage of the concept of “charisma” resulted in a broader po-
lemic over the Church structure between Suvorov and Berdnikov, in the course of which 
Berdnikov accused his opponent of building his conception on the basis of Protestant 
teaching (#(&$: 0+(). He supports his accusation by stating that Suvorov draws upon the 
work of the important Protestant author R. Sohm (#+)#–#(#%), and goes on to compare 
Suvorov’s conception with Sohm’s ideas (0(&–0(#) C. .is connection, however, did not 
prevent the term from being used, and “charisma” soon lost its negative connotations. 
.e change of terminology in new editions of N. S. Suvorov’s textbook (its author was 
freely using the concept since #(&+) presents a vivid example of this development D.

Suvorov’s Canon Law Handbook, a considerably expanded version of the “Course”, 
contains a straightforward division between “o/cial” (dolzhnostnaja) organization, based 
on ecclesiastical o/ce, and free organization, based on extraordinary gi,s (#(&+: ##). Su-
vorov uses here the concept of “charisma” in an original text and applies it (which is 
important) to episcopal o/ce:

". In the Russian language of the #"thE— #%th centuries, the use of the word “charisma” is recorded 
(Vasmer, #($$: #+), but this usage cannot be called widespread, as the dictionaries show, it is the word “gi, 
(darovanie)” that is common (Bahilina, #(%%: #%$).

%. In one of his texts, Suvorov notes the importance of Sohm’s work (Suvorov, #+(): )%).
+. .e circle of authors using it will be gradually expanding. .is concept will be used by the greatest 

church historian A. P. Lebedev (#+)'–#(&+) in his brochure “Charismatic Teachers of the Primordial Church of 
the !st and "nd Centuries”, which later, with changes, was included in his major study “#e Priesthood of the 
Early Church” (#(&'). Lebedev describes the gradual disappearance of apostles, prophets, and teachers, whom 
he calls a speci*c “early Christian element”, from the life of the Church in the $nd century (Lebedev, #(&0: $)).
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…bishops are in possession of charisma, i. e. the gi, of truth, and they, as keepers 
of Church Tradition, which 1ows continuously from the Apostles, are to be ad-
dressed when seeking the correct interpretation of the Holy Scriptures (#)).

.is fragment is related to a similar passage from E. Hatch F, where the latter criticiz-
es the conception of episcopal power as suggested by Irenaeus of Lyons !G. Suvorov, how-
ever, understood episcopal charisma in a positive sense. .is is how Suvorov, whether he 
wanted it or not, connected two di2erent trends in the usage of the concept of “charisma”, 
while trying, presumably, to build a more academic language.

.e opposition of o/ce and charisma did not bear either positive or negative conno-
tations for Suvorov. It seems that he, unlike his opponents, did not regard the concept as 
solely Protestant. He used the word “charisma” as a speci*c technical term, having intro-
duced it to the language of Canon Law in Russia. His pupils resorted to the same strategy 
when using the concept, including one of his most famous followers P. V. Giduljanov 
(#+%)–#(0%) !!. In #(&', Giduljanov successfully presented his master’s thesis on a legal 
status of the metropolitan bishops in the Church of the *rst three centuries, which served 
as the foundation for his doctoral thesis on patriarchs in the period of the *rst four Ec-
umenical Councils. In these writings, Giduljanov develops Suvorov’s idea that a,er the 
demise of the apostles’ charisma passes from apostles to bishops, but then he does not go 
on to build any kind of conceptual structure around the concept of “charisma” !7. Con-
sequently, these instances allow us to de*ne one of the strategies of usage of the concept 
of “charisma” in Russia in the late #(th century; it came to be used as terminus technicus, 
adopted from the German academic language.

We observe that as “charisma” enters the language, two tendencies emerge in using 
it. .ere are di2erent strategies behind them, based on regarding the concept as purely 
technical or as solely protestant. .is distinction indicates that the newly coined term 
possessed both positive and negative connotations from the outset. .e di2erent mean-
ings proposed for the concept by di2erent authors depended on an intellectual circle 
the authors belonged to !8. Suvorov was a university professor, and Giduljanov succeeded 
him as head of the Canon Law Chair of Moscow University. Berdnikov belonged to the 
theological academic corporation. In both cases, their discussions did not go beyond the 
dichotomy of “charisma / o/ce”, and even if they did not deliberately contrast one against 
the other, the opposition was implied.

(. “... the bishop was conceived as having what Irenaeus calls ‘charisma veritatis’, […] and round 
the episcopal o/ce revolved the whole vast system, not only of Christian administration and Christian 
organization, but also of Christian doctrine” (Hatch, #++#: (%–(+).

#&. See: Irenaeus. Adversus omnes haereses ). $". $. Irenaeus’ phrase “charisma veritatis” was translated 
from Latin as “the gi, of truth (darovanie istiny)” (translated by N. I. Sagarda, #(&%).

##. See also the handbook A. A. Mirles. See his de*nition: “What is charisma? Special gi,s of truth that 
descend upon those who believe in Christianity” (Mirles, #(#$: ##&).

#$. Giduljanov, would write “Every bishop is the successor of the apostles, and, as such, possesses Divine 
charisma” (Giduljanov, #(&': #); and “Charisma belongs only to bishops and the Holy Spirit speaks only 
through them” (Giduljanov, #(&+: "+).

#0. .e problem of “corporatism” in theological polemics in Russia has arisen many times (see: Ermilov, $&#%).
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Growing debates around the concept of “charisma”

Our earlier examples illustrate the peculiar polemics of Russian Canon Law scholars: 
this was a new discipline in Russia (Shevzov, $&$#), and the debate on terminology was 
an essential part of its development. Soon, though, the concept of “charisma” outgrew 
this disciplinary *eld since its content was no longer property of corporative re1ection. 
Charisma became the subject of discussion of a broader body of Russian theologians, and 
consequently acquired new meanings. In the course of our research, we came to distin-
guish three major strategies of usage of the concept of “charisma” that are connected with 
di2erent ways of understanding the opposition between o/ce and charisma.

Charisma as a personality aspect

I. V. Popov (#+"%–#(0+), Professor of the Moscow .eological Academy, was apparently 
the *rst scholar in Russia to disengage the concept of charisma from the “charisma / 
o/ce” discourse. In his work #e Religious Ideal of St. Athanasius of Alexandria (#(&0–
#(&)), Popov draws upon K. Holl’s book Enthusiasmus und Bussgewalt beim griechischen 
Mönchtum, which described the “revival” of the charismatic gi,s of the apostolic period 
among Byzantine monastics (#+(+) !9. Following Holl, Popov writes:

When regarding the image of St. Anthony historically, we see in the person of this 
ascetic a charismatic of previous centuries come to life. … charismatics served the 
Church but their service was voluntary and wasn’t restrained by any form. .ey 
took this service upon themselves of their own accord and did what they felt they 
could do for the Church. Despite the anchoritic character of his feat, which appar-
ently le, little room for public activities, St. Anthony was also a free minister of the 
Church, attending to spiritual and bodily needs of the brethren. (#(&): #$#).

In this quotation, charisma is identi*ed with a voluntary and informal service to the 
Church. However, Popov goes on to mention that in monasticism, charisma acquired an 
individualistic character, which distinguishes this context from that of apostolic times 
when charismatics had served the entire Church and not individuals (#$$–#$0).

In his analysis of Athanasius’s Life of St. Antony, Popov draws several conclusions im-
portant for the understanding of the development of the concept of charisma. He di2er-
entiates between two types of charisma, one relating to the fullness of the Church and 
one to the individual. .is idea is further developed in Popov’s Mystical Justi$cation of 
Asceticism in the Works of St. Macarius of Egypt (#(&') where he connects charisma to the 
*gure of an as-etic who has attained unity with God, i.e., has reached theosis !:. It means 

#). Popov refers to Holl in several of his works (#(&): #&&, #&%, ##", #$$). See also Khondzinskiy’s work on 
Holl’s in1uence on Popov ($&$#).

#'. “.e ultimate goal of asceticism, according to St. Macarius, is the theosis of human nature, which is 
the result of a substantial communication of the whole manE— both body and soulE— with God. .e moments 
of theosis are, *rstly, charismas, secondly, the supernatural change of the whole human nature.” (Popov, #(&': 
'%–'+).
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that charisma becomes attached to the ascetic and mystical discourse in which charisma 
is opposed to all things formal.

For many of his contemporaries, Popov’s research provided the key to understanding 
the problematic of charisma in the Church. .e concept went on to be used in specialized 
studies on mysticism and asceticism (Zarin, #(&%: $%0–$+%; Minin, #(#): 0#)). In these 
texts, we see the semantics of charisma undergo a certain transformation; alongside “as-
ceticism”, which became the keyword of the epoch (Michelson, $&#%), they use the con-
cept of “charismatism”, which came to be used both as a designation of a historical epoch 
and of a human condition. .is is how P. Florensky (#++$–#(0%) uses the concept in his 
Pillar and Ground of the Truth (#(#)):

Asceticism as a historical phenomenon is a direct continuation of charismatism. 
In essence, ascetics are late charismatics while charismatics are early ascetics. .e 
spirit-bearers are indisputably related to the ascetics ($&&): $#") !;.

I. V. Popov’s ideas were most consistently developed by his friend and colleague at 
the Spiritual Academy, S. I. Smirnov (#+%&–#(#") in his work #e Spiritual Father in the 
Early Eastern Christian Church (#(&"). As with Popov, K. Holl becomes one of the central 
authors for Smirnov (#(&": )&) !C.

In Smirnov’s texts, we can *nd such phrases as the “charismatism of Pachomius”, the 
“charismatism of elders” or the “charismatism of martyrs” ()#, $#%, $0"–$0%). Smirnov 
understood the concept, *rst of all, as an inner spiritual quality, close to theosis, which a 
person attained through ascetic exercise:

All ascetic struggle… is only a means to purify human nature. … .e dei*ed ascet-
ic becomes God, is bearing God, is bearing the Spirit (HIJ!K>JL, MNIOABPJ!K>JL). 
He possesses a number of spiritual gi,s (PQ MNIOABP?RQ, <B>S@ABPB) which were 
abundant in the Ancient Church, the evidence of which we see in the historical 
accounts of the *rst three Christian centuries. … .us the charismatic phenomena 
of the *rst centuries re-emerged in monasticism. (0+–0().

Charisma, therefore, is chie1y understood as a spiritual aspect of personality (unre-
lated to o/ce) and is associated with pastoral care, and the features of the charismatic 
ascetic are projected onto the elder as a spiritual guide !D.

As with Popov and Smirnov, we see K. Holl’s in1uence in Florensky’s Pillar and 
Ground of the Truth, demonstrated by direct references to Holl’s works in their texts. In 
Russia, their works were preceded by a comprehensive polemic review of Holl’s Enthusi-

#". In connection with Popov’s in1uence on Florensky, see Gavrilyuk ($&$$: ##+). See also Coates ($&#(: 
#%)–$&%).

#%. .ere was a correspondence between Popov and Smirnov in which the dissertation was discussed: 
Otdel rukopisei Rossiiskoi gosudarstvennoi biblioteki. F. $+&. K. #+. D. $0. L. #%–$#; D. $). L. 0); )$. See also 
Yachmenik ($&$$).

#+. Smirnov uses the term which means pastoral care exercised by the elders (starcheskoe pastyrstvo; 00, 
%&, #%), #(), $&%, $(", 0$)).
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asmus und Bussgewalt containing a detailed rendering of its contents, which was written 
by Suvorov (#+((). .is is an important detail since in Russia, the interest in Enthusi-
asmus und Bussgewalt arose before the interest in Kirchenrecht by R. Sohm, which was 
published in Russian only in #(&". It does not mean that academics had not read this 
text in the original (let us recall the polemics of Berdnikov and Suvorov where his name 
was mentioned), but the publication of the *rst part of the *rst volume of Kirchenrecht, 
carried out by P. Florensky and A. Petrovsky, had symbolic meaning in that it served to 
emphasize the importance of the text. .e idea of the translation arose, apparently, dur-
ing discussions of the problem of power in the Church during the meetings of a religious 
revolutionary movement called the “Christian Brotherhood of Struggle” (#(&'–#(&+) !F. 
.e translation was consequently published as part of the Religious and Social Library 
series, found by the Brotherhood 7G.

While working on the translation, Florensky was writing one of his early theological 
texts #e Concept of the Church in Sacred Scripture (#(&"), which explains his interest in 
R. Sohm. In this work, Florensky placed “charismatics” in a separate group, distinctive 
from both clerics and laity, whose aim was to “purify the consciousness of the Church” 
and to invoke other groups to follow “the voice of free conscience” ($&#+: 0$").

.ese ideas were later developed by Sergei Bulgakov (#+%#–#())), who was under the 
intellectual in1uence of Florensky at this period of time. In his work On early Christianity 
(#(&() 7!, he maintained that the early Thurch organization had been “neither aristocratic 
nor democratic, but charismatic”, and this is why it hadn’t included the “secular o/ce of 
bishops and presbyters” (#&)) at its early stages. It had been charismatics who conveyed 
religious experience (Ibid.) 77.

.e same idea was represented in the History of Religion textbook (#(&(), written by 
the same former Brotherhood members Elchaninov, Ern, and Florensky, and joined by 
Bulgakov. In the chapter on Christianity, we see the Church administration character-
ized, using Sohm’s theory, as charismatic power. It is exercised through people, who

are not chosen by certain people or elected by a majority of votes, but are marked 
by the gi,s of God, by the so-called charisma, the presence of which in the person 
is acknowledged unanimously by the community (Istorija religii, #(&(: #0+).

We see that the discourse on charisma was not developed entirely by academics, but 
also by religious philosophers who focused their attention on the aspect of charisma re-
lated to freedom and personal religious experience.

#(. Its main participants, besides Florensky, were V. P. Sventsitsky, A. V. Elchaninov, and V. F. Ern. On the 
Brotherhood, see Chertkov ($&#%).

$&. For the context of the translators’ work, see Ivanova ($&&): '+&–'+$).
$#. .e text is a report made in #(&+. Later, the article was included in Bulgakov’s book Two Cities (#(##).
$$. Apparently, the concept of charisma falls here into the broader context of the development of the 

concept of religious experience in Russia (Antonov, $&&%), and it may also fall within Weber’s sphere of 
in1uence (Teslya, $&#().
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Charisma as controlled by o!ce

.e popularity of charisma, understood as a personality aspect opposed to the o/ce, 
apparently provoked various attempts to overcome the opposition of “charisma / o/ce” 
among those, who disliked both Holl’s and Sohm’s conceptions.

S. I. Smirnov’s understanding of charisma as a spiritual gi, of an ascetic, as “charisma-
tism”, drew a crushing critical response from P. V. Giduljanov. In particular, Giduljanov 
criticizes Smirnov’s statement that the source of power of a spiritual father lies in his cha-
risma (Giduljanov, #(&%: )#%–)#+). According to Giduljanov, it wasn’t personal charisma 
which played a key role in monastic confession, but the will of an o/cial;

Charisma is a gi, of God, whereas in this case the issue was irrefutably decided ei-
ther by the o/ce or by the will of a father superior, who appointed the elder whom 
he approved of, spiritual father of the monastery ()0"–)0%) 78.

It seems that Giduljanov disapproved of Smirnov’s positioning charisma as a gi, in-
dependent from hierarchical rank, an assumption Giduljanov considered based upon 
Holl’s ideas. According to Giduljanov, charismatic individuals in a monastery were con-
trolled by the Father Superior, i.e., an o/ce-bearer.

Another important milestone in the discussion of the “charisma / o/ce” opposition 
was N. A. Zaozersky’s critical review (#(&(–#(##) on the book by R. Sohm (for details, 
see Shevzov, $&$#: $0'–$0"). It seems that in this text, Zaozersky (#+'#–#(#() did not only 
argue with Sohm but also spoke out against the thinkers who held a similar opinion.

In an earlier work, Zaozersky stated that the instances of charismatic life in the early 
Thristian communities interfered with the Thurch order, which made it necessary to es-
tablish o/ces which would exercise authority over the charismatic individuals (#+(#: "0). 
.is chain of reasoning did not imply the denial of charisma as such since it was viewed 
rather as a natural part of the Church order, complementing its legal structure. .is is 
why in his review, Zaozersky spoke out against opposing the free and the legal organi-
sation of the Church, as done by Sohm. He accordingly calls Sohm’s ideas “the theory of 
illegal Thurch” (playing on the semantics of the Russian word “bespravnaya”) (#(##: %). 
He suggests another model instead:

Charismatics have never been hierarchs by virtue of their gi,s; they became hier-
archs only when the Church congregation, led by the hierarchs, chose to ordain or 
lay hands on them. If the twelve apostlesE— who were chosen directly by the Lord 
and received from Him the fullness of Thurch powerE— hadn’t existed, there would 
have been no charismatics. … .en, as well as later, they appeared as a special, con-

$0. Here is another phrasing of this opposition he disapproved of as well: “.is approach to the power of 
the keys as a separate gi, of the Holy Spirit, independent of hierarchical rank, resulted in the assimilation of 
the gi, by the monastics, who were viewed as the epigones of ancient charismatics and martyrs” (Ibid.: )0'). 
Also refer to an unpublished Smirnov’s answer to this criticism, which explains the author’s understanding 
of “monastic charismatism” (Otdel rukopisei Rossiiskoi gosudarstvennoi biblioteki. F. $+&. K. (. D. $. L. ').
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tingent instrument of the Divine Providence over the Church: the hierarchy, again, 
is a constant, necessary institution (%"–%%).

Zaozersky describes the o/ce-bearers as leaders of the Church, who control char-
ismatic ministries. Church power is a category used to de*ne the hierarchical order in 
the Church: bishops, as the successors of the apostles, receive it when ordained. It is this 
which distinguishes the bearers of charisma from the hierarchs.

Zaozersky doesn’t deny the existence of charisma, it was the absolutisation of this 
element of the life of the Church that he opposed. .at is why he excludes charisma from 
the sphere of the necessary organization and includes it into the sphere of the contingent. 
His idea, apparently, was that the Church as an institution cannot live without hierarchy, 
just as any other institution cannot live without a legal framework (0)). For this reason, 
he believes Sohm’s rendition of the conception of the charismatic organization of the 
Church as damaging to the Thurch structure.

.e critical reactions of Giduljanov and Zaozersky contributed to the development 
of the charisma discourse, and caused the opposition between “charisma” and “o/ce” to 
evolve even further.

O!ce as charisma

.e authors we are going to review in this paragraph did not criticize their predecessors 
directly, but it is highly probable that their critical response was triggered by the transfor-
mation of the charisma discourse; consequently, they suggested a new meaning for the 
term. .eir main points are summarized below.

V. N. Myshcyn (#+""–#(0") in his doctoral thesis on the Structure of the Christian 
Church in the First Two Centuries (#(&() remarked, that using the concept of “charisma” 
didn’t help describe Church structure:

.e di2erence [between the apostles and the bishopsE— V. Ya.] … is not that the 
*rst ministry was charismatic, and the second wasn’t. .is relatively widespread 
notion would not have been in keeping with the spirit of the early Church and the 
way it is represented in the primary sources. .e latter consider administration a 
ministry as full of grace as preaching. .ere exists a charisma of apostleship, of 
prophecy and of teaching, as well as a charisma of administration, of presiding, of 
serving tables and so on. (#'%).

In Myshcyn’s conception, all forms of Thristian ministry, including the legal ones, are 
charismatic. .is allows him to speak of charisma and o/ce as coinciding in the person 
of the clergyman: “.e charisma of administration for him [for the ap. PaulE— V. Ya.] 
coincides with the bearers of administrative functions” ("&). On these grounds, Myshcyn 
criticizes the idea that the community should test the bearer of the charisma 79. He infers 

$). Mytshcyn here is plainly critical of R. Sohm’s idea, which was further developed in both in Catholic 
and Orthodox theologies (Köhler, #((+).
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that the community is, on the contrary, in no position to acknowledge the leader, but 
obeys the authoritative body because it possesses the gi, of grace (#"&).

We *nd a similar approach in the magisterial thesis of M. Fivejsky (#+'"–#(#(), 
Spiritual Gi%s in the Early Christian Church (#(&%), where he analyzes the idea of charis-
mata in the corpus of Paul’s epistles. Fivejsky largely based his re1ections on J. Englmann 
(#+#%–#+%(), a Catholic author of the second half of the #(th century, who played a key 
role in this *eld 7:. Following him, Fivejsky de*nes charisma as every form of Thristian 
state 7;. Church o/ces, accordingly, have nothing to do with the bureaucratic system, but 
are themselves “the ministries devoid of o/cial character, or rather the powers that gov-
ern and administer the Thristian society” (#(&%: "%).

He eliminates the opposition between charisma and o/ce by reinterpreting the con-
cept of o/ce as a category which excludes bureaucratic connotations. Charisma, in his 
view, includes all forms of Christian ministry and underlies all o/ces, while being op-
posed to everything formal (or o/cial), beginning with power and hierarchy:

.e word “hierarchy” is used neither in the New Testament nor in the writings of 
the apostolic fathers. … the people who worked for the good of the Church of the 
Apostolic Age were characterized not by UVJO@SB (power), but by W?BRJNSB (minis-
try) ("+).

Charismatic ministry, expressed in church o/ces, excludes both o/cial and bureau-
cratic interaction, as well as hierarchical patterns built on power. We see here another 
step in the transformation of the charisma discourse; it broadens to include the sphere of 
the uno/cial.

.e works of Myshcyn and Fivejsky are not the only texts re1ecting the change in the 
charisma discourse. In #(#", Giduljanov published a lea1et called #e Essence and Legal 
Nature of Church Rule. .is text marked a new step in his understanding of the charis-
matic.

.e key to Giduljanov’s ideas lies in his understanding of the Church structure as a 
charismatic organization. He writes that “Because of the generous distribution of the gi,s 
of grace the organization of the Church is charismatic” (#(#": #'–#"). We see two prob-
lems in connection with this statement. Firstly, if every believer is a holder of charisma, 
i.e., has a charismatic calling to any activity in the Church, it means that charismatic 
organization is by nature a community of people, who freely obey the will of God (#)). 
.is “voluntary obedience” acquires at a certain stage a characteristic meaning of “power, 

$'. His basic ideas *gured in the “Charismata” article of the Old Catholic Encyclopedia of #(#0. On the 
import of this text and on further development of the topic in Catholic theology, see Reshchikova ($&$$).

$". “Any form in which Thristian religious life somehow or other manifested itself was a charisma, a gi, of 
God, following directly from the work of the Holy Spirit on the human soul” (Fivejsky, #(&%: ##). He constructs 
the interrelation of o/ce and charisma along the same lines: “.e powers had already appeared and started to 
operate even before the o/ce was de*ned and received a corresponding name. .eir source is charisma; the 
form of their expression is ministry” ("%).
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which comes from a feeling of dependence of the believers on the will of God which rules 
the Church” (0%).

.e introduction of the topic of Church power leads to a second problem. .e free 
charismatic organization also includes people who “possess a more powerful charisma” 
and consequently occupy a higher position in the Church (#)). Giduljanov however, 
doesn’t go on to interpret this *gure simply as a governing body and de*nes it as a teach-
ing authority. He writes:

Only the person who possesses the gi, of teaching can give de*nitions regarding 
the structure of ecclesia (ordination), permission to accept a person into commu-
nity, taking disciplinary action, since only the word if God, and not some decision 
of a communal meeting as such, is called upon to give answer to all these questions 
(#%).

.e absolute power, which is based on the charisma of teaching, extends not only to 
the lay members of the community, but to the o/cial hierarchy as well. .e source of this 
power is the word of God, conferred to the charismatic by virtue of His gi,.

.en, Giduljanov states that the most representative bearer of the gi, of teaching is 
the prophet. However, he existed only for a short period of time in his pure form ($#). 
His place in history was taken by the bishop, who possesses charisma due to his Church 
o/ce:

With the disappearance of the true prophets, the only true prophecy that remains 
is the episcopal ecstasy, which is based on his o/ce. ... A,er this gi, ceased to 
manifest itself in the natural course of things, the only prophecy that remained 
was the one that was based on o/ce, 1owing from the grace of ordination: the 
prophetic gi, of the bishop ($0–$)).

Giduljanov makes an important step in the development of the charisma discourse 
by introducing the *gure of a prophet as an ideal type of charismatic power. However, he 
does more than project this type on to the early Christian charismatics; he extends it to 
the episcopate, which he de*nes as possessing the prophetic gi,, having received it not in 
a “natural way”, but through ordination.

At this stage of development, we see several strategies of using the concept of cha-
risma, the choice of which depended on the interests of di2erent researcher groups. 
.e *rst group, represented by I. V. Popov, S. I. Smirnov, and P. Florensky, understood 
charisma as a personality aspect, while the other two (in many aspects similar) groups 
(V. N. Myshcyn, M. Fivejsky, N. A. Zaozersky, P. V. Giduljanov, et al.) insisted either on an 
unconditional connection between charisma and o/ce by virtue of ordination, or on a 
model in which charisma as an element of the Church life remained under the control of 
the o/ce-bearers.

.ese authors already perceive “charisma” as a conventional term. In their texts, we 
see the presence of a key *gure which, in the corresponding theory, is the bearer of cha-
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risma. .e elder represents an ideal type of charismatic power-bearer for the *rst group, 
while the second group chooses the *gure of the prophet. It appears that the *gure of the 
prophet allows them to interpret charisma as a teaching function, and thus to connect 
the charismatic teachers of the Apostolic Age with the succeeding bishops as bearers of 
the church o/ce 7C.

The projection of “charisma” onto the Church practice

.e works dating to pre-revolutionary years mark yet another stage in the development 
of the charisma discourse in Russia: the authors of these texts make statements referring 
to Church practice. .e texts were published following discussions of Church reform 
which made it clear that “charisma” was applicable. For instance, in the preface to his 
book, Fivejsky refers to the discussions in the Pre-Council Commission (#(&"), when 
stating that we need to “reform and reorganize our Church on a new basis” (#(&%: )) 7D. 
By this, he means the necessity to revive charisma (“the new basis”) as a speci*c feature 
of the ancient Church.

“Charisma” in the discussions of the Church reform

We see the concept of “charisma” used in several documents connected with the Church 
reform of the early $&th century, i.e., the protocols of the Pre-Council Commission 
(Predsobornoe prisutstvie. Vol. $, $&#): +"$) and the “Commentary of the Diocesan Bish-
ops on the Question of Church Reform” (#(&') (Polunov, Solov’ev. Vol. $, $&&): ((%). 
.ese sources, on the one hand, are not su/ciently representative since they only contain 
examples of technical usage of the concept. On the other hand, they belong to the range 
of documents directly relevant to Church reform. .is allows us to interpret the discus-
sion around the reform as a search for a person who could be thought of as a bearer of 
charisma. .e implicit presence of this tendency is easy to track in the documents of the 
All-Russian Church Council of #(#%–#(#+ 7F.

.e council, as demonstrated by recent research, reconsidered the model of the con-
ciliar Church government (Destivelle, $&&"). However, the contemporary theological 
thought in Russia did not reduce itself to the juxtaposition of corporate and individual 
leadership within the Church, but also meant to reinterpret the phenomenon of Church 
power as such. “Charisma” was part of that same context, although it did not play a lead-
ing role in the conciliar discussions.

One of the most intriguing statements concerning charisma was made by Archbishop 
Mitrofan (Krasnopolsky, #+"(–#(#(), who brought the issue of restoring the patriarchate 

$%. .is is not the only example in Russian history when the *gure of the prophet is connected with 
charisma (not to mention Western thought, especially M. Weber), see Yachmenik, Makarova ($&$$).

$+. See the controversy between Suvorov and Zaozersky over charismatic organization as a model for 
modern church life (Predsobornoe prisutstvie. Vol. #, $&#): $+–$().

$(. One of the examples concerning the use of the concept of “charisma” at the All-Russian Council was 
studied in this article Yachmenik ($&$#).
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in the Russian Church to the attention of the Council, and provided a rationale for it. 
He declared that the prospective patriarch was not going to be an “autarch”, but a “char-
ismatic person” (Kolcherin, Mramornov, $&#': )+'). An interesting detail is that in the 
typescript of this speech the patriarch is described as “having received the gi, of grace” 
(oblagodatstvovannyj), which is crossed-out by hand and replaced by an adjective derived 
from the word charisma. .e question of whether this is a relevant example of the tex-
tological problem remains unanswered. In any case, other examples of charisma-usage 
from the protocols demonstrate that it was used to juxtapose the individual and the col-
lective (which reminds us of the ideas of I. V. Popov, one of the participants of the Coun-
cil). Soon a,er the speech of Archbishop Mitrofan, N. N. Fioletov (#+(#–#()0) observed 
that individual leadership had formed historically and there was no Church teaching on 
a *rst hierarch’s charisma:

All bishops are equal in what concerns their grace-given powers. .e privilege of 
the Roman Cathedra is not based on charisma, not based on the gi,s of grace, but 
has developed historically ('0)).

Fioletov mentions the Roman Cathedra because of an idea popular with some of 
the participants of the Council who regarded patriarchate as a “Russian papacy” which 
would be inevitable if the Church restored the rank of the patriarch (Suvorov, $&$&: #$0–
#)(). Based on these examples we infer that the patriarch is primarily understood not as 
an individual leader, but as a rank-bearer who equals his fellow-bishops in the possession 
of charisma. Another author resorting to a similar pattern of usage is S. Bulgakov, who 
wrote in #($$:

… the Church power is personal by nature, it is charisma itself, and charisma is not 
given to collegiums or consistories. Charisma requires a personal bearer. #e crisis 
of the Church power in Orthodoxy — and I continue insisting on it — is caused by 
the absence of a personal bearer of this power ($&#(: %0) 8G.

Here and in some other parts of his work At the Walls of Chersonese, Bulgakov is crit-
ical of Fioletov’s speech declaring that the patriarch has no special charisma 8!. Bulgakov 
understands charisma as a personality aspect not in the sense of its being related to the 
personal qualities of an individual, but in the sense of its coming to manifest itself only 
in individual leadership 87. Nevertheless, this text allows us to document another instance 
of using charisma in the context of the opposition of the individual and the collective in 
connection with the patriarch. .is opposition gained signi*cance in the post-revolu-
tionary years in connection with the new status of the Church in the state.

0&. Bulgakov’s italics.
0#. He writes: “Orthodox theologians insist that the Patriarch is a bishop who does not have any special 

charisma” ("+). Cf. with Fioletov’s theses (Kolcherin, Mramornov, $&#': '0)).
0$. These thoughts, apparently, reflect Bulgakov’s desire to convert to Catholicism, but later he 

reconsidered these ideas (Borsch, $&&+: %'–+&).
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.is demonstrates how charisma is used within the problematics of the contemplated 
scheme of the Church government. As a strategy, this concept allows for the presenting 
the *gure of the patriarch as a personal power, which at the same time, cannot be re-
duced to monarchical rule.

“Charisma” in the discussion regarding the legalization of the Church in the Soviet Union

.e next case of usage of the charisma concept is found in the polemic texts, written as a 
reaction to the Declaration of Metropolitan Sergius (Stragorodsky, #+"%–#())) issued in 
July #($%, where he professed the loyalty of the Russian Church to the Soviet Union. We 
see the concept in the collection of articles called #e Metropolitan Sergiy’s Dossier (#($(), 
which criticize Metropolitan Sergius’ Church-politics. It includes a text by Bishop Pavel 
(Kratirov, #+%#–#(0$) “A letter of a bishop who ‘departed’ to a bishop who ‘did not depart’” 
(#($%), where we see a speci*c interpretation of the concept of “charisma”:

.e episcopal ministry in the Church of Christ, a,er the extraordinary ministries 
of the Apostolic Age ceased to exist, combines all ministries including the prophet-
ic one. .e bishop, like the charismatic-prophet, should rightly handle the Word of 
Truth, he should, with the help of grace, look, praying, through the darkness which 
surrounds the Church of God at the historical setting 88.

At this stage, the position of a “bishop who departed” means a total rejection of the 
participation of the state in the organization of Church life; in other words, Bishop Pavel 
disapproves of the project of the legalization of the Church.

Patriarch Sergius (Stragorodsky) conversely, in his article titled Does Christ have a vic-
ar in the Church? (published posthumously), appears to respond directly to the concept 
of the “charismatic prophet”. .ough the article belongs to the *eld of comparative theol-
ogy, it is not di/cult to interpret some of its fragments as an evaluation of the di/culties 
the author encountered in his life. .us, Patriarch Sergius writes:

And like He sent His prophets and judges to ancient Israel, thus in trying times He 
sends exceptionally gi,ed people, as if prophets, strong in spirit and faith, to help 
the Church. Not having an o/cial rank, these people come forward from the crowd 
and become the leaders of others. .is leadership isn’t o/cial and doesn’t constitute 
a Church o/ce and doesn’t always stay within the framework of the o/cial. As 
with any prophecy, this is a personal feat of these people, a matter of their private 
initiative and zeal for the Lord and the Church. Being temporal and in a way acci-
dental, this feat doesn’t mean they have a right to rule the Church or to occupy an 
episcopal seat. (#()%: %&).

While not using the concept of charisma, Patriarch Sergius speaks of the prophets as 
of the people “possessing extraordinary gi,s of grace” (a formula which is close in mean-
ing to charisma), and admits that they have played an important role in Church history. 

00. Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Rossiiskoi Federatsii. F. '((#. Op. #. D. #. L. %) rev.
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At the same time, he observes that they are not authorized to rule the Church. In these 
words we see a certain kind of response; this is how a bearer and a defender of Church 
o/ce reacts to the discourse on informal charismatism.

 .ese examples seem to be genetically connected with the charisma discourse 
which was developing before the Revolution. .e text of Metropolitan Pavel (Kratirov) 
describes a direct connection between charisma and prophecy in the person of a bish-
op (the “charismatic-bishop”) which was present in the pre-revolutionary texts, but the 
document of #($% has a di2erent emphasis. While P. V. Giduljanov derived the prophetic 
function of episcopal charisma from the fact of the ordination, for Kratirov, the perform-
ing of this function was possible only when the bearer of the o/ce did what was right and 
had God’s help 89. We *nd Patriarch Sergius apparently appealing to a di2erent aspect of 
pre-revolutionary discussions. He di2erentiates between prophecy as a personal initiative 
which does not function as Church power, and o/ce as an authoritative function in the 
Church. .is scheme seems to be close to the ideas of N. A. Zaozersky, who described 
charisma in the terms of -constant control and viewed charisma as an extraordinary phe-
nomenon in the life of the Church.

.e presence of the concept of charisma in the polemics around the #($% Declaration 
allows us to single out a new strategy of its usage, that of the performative strategy. .is 
makes this case di2erent from that of pre-revolutionary texts where charisma *gures as 
part of the discussion on what should be or on how it was in the course of history. .e 
intention of the authors who engaged in the polemics of the *rst decades a,er the revolu-
tion have a direct practical relation to the contemporary situation in the Church, because 
these polemics revolved around the question of the normativity of Church organization. 
.is example of the usage of the opposition of charisma and o/ce culminates our con-
ceptual history research. .e generation of thinkers we considered leave the intellectual 
*eld: some of them (e.g., S. Bulgakov) migrate and further develop their ideas in a di2er-
ent context, but the majority perish.

Conclusion

In Russia, the concept of “charisma” was introduced in the late #(th century. It was used 
initially in translated literature, which provoked discussion among Russian academics. 
We were able to uncover two focal points in the usage of charisma at this time; one group 
used it as a relevant academic term (Suvorov), while another group understood it as an 
alien concept un*t to be used within the framework of Orthodox theology (Berdnikov). 
In the *rst case, the authors used it as a Western theological term, the contents of which 
were not as yet clearly de*ned in Russia. Suvorov extends the term both to the Apostolic 
Church, which he maintains to be free from legal control, and to the o/ce of the bishop. 
In the second case, which is represented chie1y by Berdnikov, we see a critical strategy, 

0). Kratirov’s concept seems to be close to the ideas of M. A.Novoselov about the authority of the bishop, 
who, most likely, included his text in the collection (Kosik, $&#0: #%"–#%%). See Novoselov’s views (Ermilov, 
Paromov, $&#().
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which implied that by introducing a term alien to Orthodox theology, their opponents 
accepted an alien understanding of Church power. By means of this argument, the con-
cept of charisma enters the Russian language carrying both positive and negative conno-
tations.

A,er a dialectic reception, the concept becomes more widespread and its usage more 
conventional. .is process takes place in the pre-revolutionary years; there various re-
searcher groups emerge, suggesting their own understanding of the concept of charisma. 
We identi*ed three strategies of its usage at this stage.

Firstly, we singled out an understanding of charisma as an aspect of personality. On 
the one hand, the concept is placed in the ascetic discourse (Popov). At this level, cha-
risma (which becomes “charismatism”) is connected with the person of an ascetic, who 
by virtue of his ascetic practices, reaches theosis (Popov, Florensky). .e concept of cha-
risma comes to be used in the *eld of pastoral care; this is why Smirnov draws an anal-
ogy between the images of a charismatic ascetic and an elder acting as a spiritual father. 
Apparently, this strategy is based upon K. Holl’s ideas, which Russian authors tried to 
apply in the Russian context. On the other hand (and this tendency appears to be con-
nected with the ideas of R. Sohm), charisma is found in Russian religious philosophers’ 
discourse in a sphere which is connected with the concept of religious experience (Bulg-
akov). Here, the realm of the personal and the realm of freedom become the key aspects 
of charisma.

Secondly, we marked out several authors who made arguments against the paradigm 
of Holl / Sohm as a separate polemic group. An alternative interpretation of Holl’s con-
ception was suggested by Giduljanov, who stated that it was not ascetic charismatism 
that was instrumental to the development of pastoral power of spiritual fathers, but a 
speci*c monastic order based on the will of an o/cial. Sohm was criticized by Zaozersky 
who asserted the necessity of the legal element in the Church organization which would 
control the extraordinary charismatic phenomena through o/ce-bearers. .is model did 
not doubt the existence of charisma as a phenomenon, but viewed it as an exceptional 
occurrence in the life of the Church.

.irdly, there exists a number of authors who di2er in their strategy of using “cha-
risma” from both already-mentioned groups. In their case, o/ce is re-interpreted as 
charisma in order to partly eliminate the dichotomy of “charisma / o/ce”. .eir main 
argument was that the opposition does not re1ect the structure of the Ancient Church 
(Myshcyn), where Church o/ce was one of the ways charisma manifested itself (Fivejsky, 
Giduljanov). Nevertheless, they viewed charisma as a phenomenon related to the *eld of 
the informal / uno/cial and opposed to bureaucratism (Fivejsky, Giduljanov). .e ideas 
formed within the group gave rise to the conception that the ideal type of charismatic 
power is represented by the prophet, whose teaching role is inherited by the bishop (Gid-
uljanov), the latter being opposed to the ascetic as the bearer of personal charisma.

Di2erent connotations of the concept of “charisma” and various intentions behind its 
usage strategies formed a unique discourse on charisma in the pre-revolutionary years. 
.eoretical debates of the time, apparently, answered to the practical challenges faced 
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by the Church, and which were discussed in the context of Church reform. .us, the 
concept of charisma gradually became a kind of a performative act. We can hardly speak 
of the in1uence of a certain group in this case; it is more likely that practical discussions 
involved using the whole range of available ideas. When viewing the arguments in favor 
of the restoration of the patriarchate, we see the concept of charisma identi*ed with o/ce 
(episcopal charisma). However, when speaking of the future patriarch as a “charismatic 
person”, the participants of the Council implied his personal charismatic power. Presum-
ably, we see here the development of Popov’s idea of individual and universal (Church) 
charismata, which use the pastoral function of spiritual gi,s in diverse ways.

Finally, we see the concept in the context of discussions around the #($% Declaration 
of loyalty of the Church toward the Soviet government. Metropolitan Pavel (Kratirov) 
criticizes Metropolitan Sergius using the conception of the charismatic power of the 
prophet. According to Metropolitan Pavel, o/cials should succeed prophets not only in 
terms of ordination, but also liken their lives to those of the prophets. In other words, 
according to his conception, charisma legitimizes o/ce, not vice versa. Apparently, when 
answering this discourse, Metropolitan Sergius (Stragorodsky), who became Patriarch as 
a result of his Church politics, used a di2erent strategy. In his understanding. the inter-
pretation of the opposition between “charisma” and “o/ce” depended on the meaning of 
o/ce, perceived as an o/cial position in a religious corporation, with the task of con-
trolling personal charismatic initiative.

.e fact that charisma *gures in the polemics between Metropolitan Pavel and Met-
ropolitan Sergius allows us to view this complex setup against the background of pre-rev-
olutionary discussions. In this context, “charisma” becomes a performative act used in 
polemics between the bishops on how to organize the life of the contemporary Church.
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